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Steel DesignCengage Learning, 2012

	STEEL DESIGN covers the fundamentals of structural steel design with an emphasis on the design of members and their connections, rather than the integrated design of buildings. The book is designed so that instructors can easily teach LRFD, ASD, or both, time-permitting. The application of fundamental principles is encouraged for design...
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The Nature and Prospect of Bioethics: Interdisciplinary PerspectivesHumana Press, 2003

	Prominent bioethicists whose work is rooted in philosophy, religion, medicine, nursing, literature, history, and policy analysis join together to discuss their methods and professional insights, as well as to better define the field and its future development. Writing from the perspective of their own specialties, the authors: review just how...
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Numerical Methods for Image Registration (Numerical Mathematics and Scientific Computation)Oxford University Press, 2004

	Based on the author's lecture notes and research, this well-illustrated and comprehensive text is one of the first to provide an introduction to image registration with particular emphasis on numerical methods in medical imaging. Ideal for researchers in industry and academia, it is also a suitable study guide for graduate mathematicians,...
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General, Organic, and BiochemistryMcGraw-Hill, 2016

	The ninth edition of General, Organic, and Biochemistry is designed to help undergraduate health-related majors, and students of all other majors, understand key concepts and appreciate the significant connections between chemistry, health, disease, and the treatment of disease. This text continues to strike a balance between...
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Learning Maya Character Rigging and AnimationAlias Wavefront, 2002
Learning Maya | Character Rigging and Animation will teach you everything you need to achieve effective character set-up and animation in Maya. Developed by Alias|Wavefront Education Product Specialists, the book focuses on the creation of a human character, and provides both theoretical exploration and practical application - each chapter includes...
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Multi-Sensor Image Fusion and Its Applications (Signal Processing and Communica)CRC Press, 2005
Imaging sensors are an important resource in today’s world. Further, a single sensor cannot provide a complete view of the environment in many applications. Just as humans use all five senses to great advantage, computers use image fusion algorithms to gain similar advantages. The resulting fused image, if suitably obtained from a set of...
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Acoustics for Engineers: Troy LecturesSpringer, 2009
Blauert's and Xiang's "Acoustics for Engineers" provides the material for an introductory course in engineering acoustics for students with basic knowledge in mathematics. In the second, enlarged edition, the teaching aspects of the book have been substantially improved. Carefully selected examples illustrate the application of...
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Theoretical Foundations of Quantum Information Processing and Communication: Selected Topics (Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2009
Based on eight extensive lectures selected from those given at the renowned Chris Engelbrecht Summer School in Theoretical Physics in South Africa, this text on the theoretical foundations of quantum information processing and communication covers an array of topics, including quantum probabilities, open systems, and non-Markovian dynamics and...
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The Design and Analysis of Efficient Learning Algorithms (ACM Doctoral Dissertation Award)MIT Press, 1992

	Approaches to building machines that can learn from experience abound - from connectionist learning algorithms and genetic algorithms to statistical mechanics and a learning system based on Piaget's theories of early childhood development. This monograph describes results derived from the mathematically oriented framework of computational...
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Physics of Graphene (NanoScience and Technology)Springer, 2013

	This book provides a state of the art report of the knowledge accumulated in graphene research. The fascination with graphene has been growing very rapidly in recent years and the physics of graphene is now becoming one of the most interesting as well as the most fast-moving topics in condensed-matter physics. The Nobel prize in physics...
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Signals and Systems using MATLABAcademic Press, 2010

	Although it is hardly possible to keep up with advances in technology, it is reassuring to know that in science

	and engineering, development and innovation are possible through a solid understanding of basic principles.

	The theory of signals and systems is one of those fundamentals, and it will be the foundation of much research

	and...
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Three Worlds of Collective Human Experience: Individual Life, Social Change, and Human EvolutionSpringer, 2018

	This book explores three worlds shared by the humans in their collective experiences. It identifies and explores the world of commonsense, the world of religion, and the world of science as three essential dimensions of human experience. The book helps understand that humans can gain comfort and pleasure in commonsense, achieve meaning and...
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